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photos this spread clockwise from top left Lunch

at Taverna Monastiri,
Chania; Handmade ceramics at Michael Laventzakis shop;
Charging Bull relief fresco reconstruction at Palace of Knossos;
Cretan countryside; Mixed pulses salad at 1600 Raki Ba Raki,
Rethymno; Crepe #203 at Hari’s Creperie, Rethymno — chocolate,
banana, strawberries, nuts; Cretan Cooking Class at Dourakis
Winery; Exploring Moni Arkadiou; Dolphin fresco reconstruction,
Palace of Knossos; Indigenous Dafni grapes; Ancient olive tree.
main photo A view of Rethymno from the Fortezza.
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This is Chania, second-largest city on the island of Crete,
where the architecture provides just a sliver of insight into a
turbulent history. Crete’s mid-Mediterranean location has given
it strategic significance for millennia, drawing not only the
Venetian and Ottoman empires, but governance by Myceneans,
Dorians, Romans, Byzantines, Egyptians, Britons and Russians,
before the island united officially with Greece in 1913. Aided by
tough mountain terrain and an obviously indomitable spirit,
Cretans have managed to hang on to many traditions that
distinguish them from other parts of Greece and consider
themselves proud Cretans first, Greeks second.
I’ve just arrived here for a trip with my daughter, and as we
sip cappuccino at a sidewalk cafe, we discover quickly Chania’s
most compelling activity: people-watching. Despite the
lateness of the season (October), a bustle of tourists and local
families gradually builds along the harbour front and among
the shops and cafes in Chania’s labyrinthine streets. For our
first day we are content to join the crowd, concluding with a
long ramble along the sea wall to catch the sun setting behind
the lighthouse. We settle in after dark at Glossitses restaurant
— recommended by our hotel hostess as the best place for fish.
The grilled calamari proves her decidedly right — but the
melitzanosalata (eggplant salad) is the real show-stopper, its
smoky, garlicky vegetables perfect for dipping with charred
pita bread.
Day Two takes us to the Maritime Museum, to piece together
the island’s history through its seafaring legacy from the
Bronze Age to World War II. The Battle of Crete gallery is most
poignant, with its vivid narratives of ANZAC (Australia and
New Zealand) troops opposing the 1941 Nazi invasion.
We emerge for a late lunch at Monastiri restaurant, one
of the most beautifully restored Venetian buildings on
the harbour. Lunch gradually stretches into dinner, with
a selection of elevated mezes (small plates) that include
grilled mushrooms with potato purée, graviera cheese and
pork siglino, and tomatoes stuffed with rice, feta, mint and
yoghurt. The highlight, though, is the salty baklava with
manouri cheese, dried fruit and pumpkin — which we wash
down with a tasty microbrew from Cretan Brewery. When
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I’m here on the water’s edge of what’s
considered to be the most beautiful Old Town
in Greece. From my vantage point, I see a
Venetian lighthouse standing sentry over
a narrow harbour entrance and a Turkish
mosque — now serving as an exhibition hall —
opening its doors to the morning air.

photos this page from top Minaret of Neratzes
Mosque, Rethymno; Seafood risotto platter
at Ippokampos, Heraklion; Moni Arkadiou.
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the saffron light of dusk spurs us to solicit our
bill, the waiter brings complimentary dessert
and digestif. There’s little to do but fall back in
sweet surrender and ponder the sensibilities
that created our flask of raki, the local pomace
brandy that’s as fiery as it is ubiquitous.
Raki notwithstanding, Crete has been the
poster-child of good nutrition since 1960s
research determined its citizens to be among
the healthiest on the planet. Eager to learn more
about Crete’s take on the Mediterranean diet, we
sign up for hands-on experience with Cretan
Cooking Classes, run by sisters Jenny and
Smaragdi Skandakalis. Today’s class is at
Dourakis Winery, and Smaragdi orients us to
our individual work stations under a canopy in
the courtyard.
Seafood may be abundant around the
island’s shores, but invasions by foreigners and
pirates often forced Cretans to look to the
interior for sustenance; as a result, sheep, goats,
pigs, wild greens, herbs and honey have a firm
place in Crete’s culinary traditions. Accordingly,
we simmer lamb in olive oil and white wine to
create tsigaristo, and we toss apaki (smoked
pork) with figs, graviera cheese and walnuts into
a salad of arugula and lettuce.
Dairy also features prominently in Cretan
cuisine. We poach an egg in staka (goat cream
butter) for a rich dip to accompany bread. We
dab soft, fresh sheep’s milk mizythra cheese on
dakos — Crete’s quintessential meze, made by
grating juicy tomatoes with oregano over hard
barley rusks. Finally, we make and shape pastry
(dashed with raki) around more mizythra;
pressed flat, fried and drizzled with honey, it
becomes a dessert called Sfakiani pie. Through it
all, Smaragdi is our engaging guide, coaching us
through a variety of kitchen techniques. When
we finally sit to enjoy our results, Dourakis staff
lead a wine tasting and cap it off with a tour
through the cellars.
We relocate to the small city of Rethymno,
with its sandy beach and a restored 15th-century
fort that begs an extensive prowl. The
meandering streets of its Old Town are apt to
end at a delicate minaret-turned-bell-tower, and
many of the Venetian mansions sport Turkish
sahnisi: second-storey wooden projections that
allow air circulation and private views. Our

Serves 4

Dakos
Dakos are the essential Cretan meze — served everywhere
on the island — and best made with ripe, juicy tomatoes in season. A
perfect dakos has a barley rusk nicely softened by the tomato juice and
olive oil, but not soggy.
Cretan Barley
Rusks1 4
Tomatoes
4 medium
Fresh Mizythra
Cheese2
3–4 Tbs
Olive Oil
1/3 cup
Dried Oregano
to taste
Black Olives
for garnish

1 Grate the tomatoes using a box grater, or similar.
2 If the tomatoes are not very juicy, soften each rusk
with a quick pass under running water.
3 Drizzle 1 Tbs of olive oil over each rusk and allow
to absorb.
4 Cover each rusk with a thick layer of grated
tomato. Top with dabs of cheese. Drizzle a little
more olive oil over all and sprinkle with oregano.
Garnish with olives.
5 Allow the dakos to sit for a while before serving
so that tomato juice and olive oil are absorbed into
the rusks.

1

Cretan barley rusks are available online and can also be found in
Mediterranean grocery stores.

2

If unavailable, substitute ricotta.

Recipe adapted from Cretan Cooking Classes, Chania.
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photos this spread clockwise from left Taverna
Monastiri, Chania; Chef Smaragdi of Cretan
Cooking Classes coaches a guest; Chania’s
Venetian harbour; Taverna Mezedopoleio to
Kaphleio in Amnatos village; Finished pork
and fig salad meze at Cretan Cooking Class.

…Lunch gradually stretches into dinner…
pause at 1600 Raki Ba Raki cafe yields a sapid stack of
mussels and a stellar salad of local pulses.
But Rethymno is also a great base for forays into the
countryside. A forty-minute bus ride takes us to Moni
Arkadiou, a monastery complex with broad influence in the
Christian Orthodox world for hundreds of years. Its
significance to Cretan patriotism came in 1866 when, under
siege by the Turks, guerillas and villagers opposed to
Ottoman rule chose to blow themselves up rather than
surrender to the enemy. The bus schedule allows us to
explore the grounds, church and exhibits — AND share a
plate of fluffy yoghurt drizzled with thyme honey — before
the return trip to town.
Next day finds us in the foothills of Mount Idi for a hike
with Hannah of Happy Walker tours. With the bells of
wandering sheep as our soundtrack, we discover tiny
chapels, gnarled olive trees, and an abandoned alonia
(donkey-powered threshing circle). We pause for coffee at
the remarkable Taverna/Mezedopoleio To Kaphleio in
Amnatos village, where the owner lets me peruse her huge
collection of house-made fruit brandies before serving
mezes and raki to fuel our onward trek.
Glowering skies limit the views that extend from the
mountains to the sea, but everywhere the interior’s bounty
is in evidence: walnut, carob and pomegranate trees; wild
herbs like sage, thyme, myrtle and oregano. The hike
concludes in Pikris village, where Kostas puts on a big
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spread of food at his taverna — and where the frites fried in
olive oil by his wife, Dina, are said to be the best on Crete.
Our walk unearths none of the horta (wild greens) said
to be another key to Cretans’ healthful longevity, but we
find them on the menu of Taverna Othonas in Rethymno.
Here, we savour lamb cooked with stamnagathi, a wild
green gathered traditionally from high mountain slopes,
now cultivated in greenhouses with seed collected from
the backcountry.
Still further along the north coast lies Crete’s capital of
Heraklion. Like many cities that have experienced periods
of rapid expansion, Heraklion is a jumble of mixed
development, with some old buildings having been razed
for new and others in the process of resuscitation. But the
city has an urban buzz not found elsewhere on Crete —
evident in the contemporary flare of 50/50 cafe on the
market street and the energetic crowd at Ippokampos on
the waterfront — and it remains a worthy trek for at least
two of Crete’s most important treasures: the Palace of
Knossos and Iraklio Wine Country.
More than 2,000 years before the age of Classical
Greece, Crete was home to the sophisticated Minoan
culture, whose thriving maritime trade supported large
palace complexes where fine arts flourished. The
civilization ended abruptly in 1450 BC, remaining shrouded
in mystery until the ruins of Knossos, its central palace,
were unearthed near Heraklion in 1878. Excavations
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produced a wealth of pottery, jewellery, and funerary
items, as well as magnificent frescoes colouring the
palace walls. Most of these treasures are now housed in
the Heraklion Archaeological Museum, where we pore
over the exhibits and the scale model of the palace
before bussing to the Knossos excavation itself. The
palace was partially reconstructed in the early 20th
century by British archaeologist Sir Arthur Evans; while
the reconstructions are widely criticized by modern
scientists, they do evoke some of the splendour of
Europe’s first advanced civilization.
Because our experience with Cretan wine to date
has scored high on consumption but little on
understanding, we decide it’s time for a tour with
Vintage Routes Crete. Our host is the knowledgeable
Giorgios Mastrakoulis, who provides a detailed
historical context for Crete’s wine industry during the
drive into Iraklio wine country. Although wine has been
produced on Crete since Minoan times, the same

Serves 4

Tsigaristo
Lamb Stewed in Wine
This recipe was handed down to Jenny and Smaragdi
Skandalakis of Cretan Cooking Classes by their grandmother,
Smaragdi, who passed away in November 2018 at the age of 91.
Boneless
Goat or
Lamb Shoulder
500 g
Olive Oil 4 Tbs
Garlic 2 cloves,
chopped
Red Onion
1 medium,
chopped
Salt and Pepper
to taste
Dried Oregano
to taste
White Wine
125 ml

1 Chop the meat roughly into large
chunks. Heat the olive oil in a large deep
pot. Add the onion and garlic and cook
until soft. Turn down the heat, add the
meat and cook on both sides till it loses
its red colour (about 10 minutes per side).
2 Pour the wine over the meat, season
with salt, pepper and oregano and cover
the pot with a lid. Turn the heat to low.
Cook for at least an hour. Take the lid off
about every twenty minutes to check
if it needs any liquid. If it looks dry, or
is sticking to the bottom of the pot,
add only enough water to stop it from
sticking. The meat is done when it is very,
very tender.
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photos this spread clockwise from above

Sahnisia over O Psaras restaurant,
Rethymno; Sunset behind Chania’s
Venetian lighthouse; Sharing
a countryside trail; Mosque of
Kioutsouk Hasan, Chania.

Serves 2

Sfakiani Pie
This classic Cretan dessert made with soft sweet cheese
and drizzled with honey is said to have originated in Sfakia,
a rugged region of south Crete with a historical reputation for
strong resistance to all foreign occupation.
All-Purpose
Flour
1 cup
Fresh
Mizythra
or Ricotta
Cheese
1 cup
Olive Oil
1 Tbs
Salt ¼ Tbs

2 Shape the dough into palm-sized balls and fill
each with a tablespoon of mizythra.
3 With a rolling pin, roll out one cheese-filled
ball of dough at a time to a very thin circle,
taking care not to pierce dough and expose the
cheese layer.

Raki
2 Tbs

4 Heat 1 teaspoon of olive oil in a non-stick pan
over medium heat. Place a single pie in the
pan and fry for 1 minute on each side until it
becomes a little golden. Repeat with each pie.

Honey
for serving

5 While still hot, drizzle pies with a generous
amount of honey and serve.

Water
¼ cup
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1 Place the flour, olive oil, raki, salt and water
in a large bowl. Knead to create a soft sticky
dough. Set aside, cover with a towel and let rest
for one hour.
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…The frites fried in
olive oil are said to be
the best on Crete…
invasions and civil wars that drove Cretans to the interior
for their cuisine also kept wine development limited until
the 20th century. In fact, commercial wine production did
not pick up oenological momentum until the 1990s.
The internationally trained winemakers at our first
destination were leaders in that drive and Lyrarakis
ck
Estate continues to produce some of Crete’s finest
Cli
Glossitses
www.chaniaguide.gr/listings/glossitses
wines. The estate is credited with reviving three ancient
wine varieties; our exploration thus begins in the
Maritime Museum of Crete
vineyard, where we get up-close-and-personal with
www.mar-mus-crete.gr/en/the-museum
eight varieties of Crete’s dozen indigenous grapes. The
Monastiri Restaurant
tour moves on to the cellars for a discussion on aging
www.monastiri-taverna.gr/en
and a guided tasting of seven Lyrarakis wines.
Cretan Cooking Classes
Then it’s onward to Domaine Paterianakis, a familywww.cretancookingclasses.gr
run organic winery currently helmed by the owner’s two
1600 Raki Ba Raki
daughters, Emmanouela and Nicky. The bee logo,
www.facebook.com/1600RakiBaRaki
symbolic of fertility, hints at the proudly feminine
Moni Arkadiou
sensibilities of this winery, which boasts award-winning
www.arkadimonastery.gr/index.php?homeen
wines from assertive grape varieties and an experimental
line of natural wines. Here we focus on the winemaking
The Happy Walker
www.happywalker.com
and bottling processes, before meeting Nicky in the
tasting room for a sampling of five wines and a raki.
Taverna Othonas
www.greekguide.com/en/rethymno/
Then we’re off to a local taverna, where the
othonas/e/374139483540
conversation on wine and food continues over dakos,
other mezes and grilled meat, and ends with the classic
50/50
www.facebook.com/peninta.peninta.heraklion
Greek dessert of yogurt and spoon sweets (fruit
preserved in syrup).
Ippokampos
There’s one more destination deemed a can’t miss by
www.facebook.com/IppokamposSeafood
Heraklion food lovers, so our last evening on Crete is
Heraklion Archaeological Museum and Palace
dedicated to searching out restaurant Peskesi. Here the
of Knossos
atmosphere is urban casual; the focus, farm-to-table;
www.heraklionmuseum.gr/?page_id=1406&lang=en
and the menu, contemporary interpretations of ancient
Vintage Routes Crete
recipes — like kreokakavos (Minoan roast pork),
www.vintageroutescrete.com/en
referenced in the 3rd-century text Deipnosophistae
Peskesi
(considered the world’s oldest cookbook).
www.peskesicrete.gr/en
The kreokakavos is a slam-dunk, as is the kastrini
salad topped with apaki, pistachios and hibiscus
Clic
blossoms. But they’re almost upstaged by the
k Calgary-based food and travel writer
bread basket’s arrival, with a platter of cherry
catherine van brunschot
tomatoes dramatically drizzled with olive oil, then
contributes regularly to Taste& Travel.
sprinkled with oregano that’s ground tableside with
mortar and pestle. House-made peach liqueur is the
You can read more of her work at:
complimentary digestif — perfect for a final toast to our
www.catherinevanbrunschot.com
venture into Crete’s culture and cuisine.
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